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Introduction
Some girls love the taste of cum. These girls hate it. That doesn't mean they wont swallow your load, it
just means you have to convince them that using their mouths to eat your spunk is necessary. They'll
gobble the goo if you know how to talk them into doing it... and this site is loaded with fast-talking studs
who show you what to say when you want girls sucking the dick your way!

Adult Review
Most of the scenes on First Time Swallows follow a basic reality-porn setup, with a young whore interviewed and talked into
swallowing semen in front of the camera for her first time.  The site is not oral-only, so expect to see lots of pussies getting
pounded getting pounded as well... and each scene ends with an oral cumshot that soon finds itself swimming in a slut�s
cum-filled belly.<br />  <br />  There is a nice mix of newer and older stars since the site has been online for a few years. 
Unfortunately the site seems to have stopped updating, with the latest release dated November 2007.  One of the hotter scenes
features a young Aubrey Adams in one of her first scenes ever, where her pussy and mouth get worked over really well. <br
/>  <br />  The newest videos uploaded to First Time Swallows are all available in a wide variety of streamable and
downloadable formats.  Each scene can either be downloaded or streamed in its entirety or in chunks.  The best quality is an
HD .wmv file encoded at 3.68 Mbps and shown at 1068 x 600 resolution.  Four other lower quality .wmv formats are also
available.  Downloads are not protected by DRM so they are yours to keep.  Streams can either be access via an embedded
flash player or as a .wmv file.<br />  <br />  The members area is nicely designed and easy to navigate.  The most recent First
Time Swallows exclusive update is in the center of the page with several preview thumbnails as well as a text description of
the scene.  The site has a search feature that allows you to quickly determine if your favorite starlet appears on the site.  If
your search comes up empty, then you can use a quick and convenient suggestion form to tell the site owners who you�d
next like to see swallow a load of semen.<br />  <br />  All First Time Swallows scenes have an associated photo gallery that
contains a few hundred pictures.  The pics are shot with a high end digital camera and presented in 800 x 533 resolution.  
Since these pics are shot separately from the video shoot, the action between them may not exactly match.  But if you want a
good idea of what actions and positions a particular scene has, then scrolling through the gallery is a good way to do it.<br /> 
<br />  A monthly membership to First Time Swallows runs $29.95.  Payment options include a major credit card or online
check.  Full monthly members also get access to the network of 23 Included Sites as shown on the long list to the right side of
this review. <br />  <br />  The search feature works across the entire network of sites, and more likely than not your favorite
girl appears more than once.  Updates are made throughout the network, so every day will feature a brand new scene.  It�s
easy to keep track of the newer content by paying attention to the site�s update calendar that is on the bottom portion of the
main members area.<br />  <br />  Trial memberships are also offered.  There are few options that range from 2 days to a
week that are very cheap but trial memberships have some limitations, like not being able to download any videos, and not
being able to access the entire network of sister sites.  Additionally, if you like the site and let the trial rollover to a full
monthly membership, the price is bumped up to $39.95 per month... so do your dick a favor and get the full month right from
the start, there is plenty inside to keep your cock busy for at least a few months in a row.

Porn Summary
The great thing about a site like this one, which has been around for a long time is that some of the girls featured in their first
scene on this site have gone on to become brand name pornstars. Take the free preview of First Time Swallows and see how
they all started out!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Talking a girl into swallowing your load is sexy!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 72 Exclusive: 83 Interface: 84
Support: 90 Unique: 80    Taste: 84        Final: 81
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